
Abstract—Crosswalk is a way of sharing the road between 
vehicle and people. However, density of the population rises, 
meanwhile the number of total accidents decreasing, the number 
of pedestrian accident does not drop down for 10 years. In this 
paper, we propose a new system called Smart Crossing that is 
another type of crosswalk using sensors, CCTV, illuminator and 
an IoT device to keep pedestrian in safe while crossing. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Since people and vehicle are sharing the road, crosswalk 

increases efficiency of using the road in highly concentrated 
area. However, as the population increases, this brings more 
frequent accidents and more serious injuries and hence, 
nationals are trying to reduce these accidents by making 
promotions and legal sanctions. Such actions pull down the 
total number of fatal accidents but unfortunately, number of 
pedestrian fatalities does not decrease for a decade [1]. To be 
specific, this fatality does not have a similar characteristic 
compares to others. A research about 2014 in USA shows 
fatalities in 78% occurred in urban, 71% occurred at non-
intersections and 72% occurred in the dark [1]. Through this 
research, pedestrian fatalities are implying heavily populated 
area causes more chance to make an accident and an inferior 
recognition makes less chance to detect a pedestrian or a 
vehicle.  
 
In this paper, we propose a crosswalk system using sensors, a 

CCTV and illuminator to track pedestrian and highlight them 
to make vehicle driver easily avoid any dangerous situations 
and also shows how to treat an accident to save both 
pedestrian and vehicle driver. 

II. RELATED WORKS 
Pedestrian fatalities seem to be affected by diverse reasons.  

However, amazingly, several features that may look like to 
affect, such as drunk driver or young driver, was not the major 
problems in accidents. It is more likely to influence by the 
density and number of the population and daylight. To reduce 
the number of pedestrian fatalities, there are several 
approaches, which lead driver to slow down, solve this 
problem. First approach is to enforce the recognition of 
crosswalk area using light emitting pavement marker, 
therefore vehicle driver can be easily informed where the 
actual crosswalk is on the road [2 - 4]. For all that, this neither 
prevents any sudden reactions from pedestrians nor drivers to 
notice pedestrian easily. Second approach is illuminating the 
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crosswalk area that the driver notices a pedestrian from long 
distance. This is very adequate against a sudden emergence of 
pedestrian. On the contrary, this consumes too much energy to 
sustain all dark hours for sparse pedestrians moreover the 
coast of energy is not cheap if illuminators are installed more 
to lower the chance of accident [5]. For all that, if the accident 
happens, there is nothing more than trusting the vehicle driver 
to call emergency unless the pedestrian has its consciousness. 

III. SYSTEM OF SMART CROSSINGS 
Smart Crossing suggests a new type of crosswalk system that 
aims the same goal with the puffin crossing system. The 
system provides devices are formed with six major parts as 
seen in Figure 1. 
Control Unit manages and controls every connected device, 

stores metadata about the devices and itself, saves a video 
records from CCTV Analyzer, communicates with Control 
Center to fetch updates and send a particular video records 
and operates algorithms about abnormal movement tracking 
and pedestrian presence.  
CCTV Analyzer is working with CCTV to track pedestrian 

and records the crossings. Tracking is to serve an additional 
information to Boundary Detector to perform corrections. 
Recording is to identify the situation that might be an accident. 
The records are fetched by Control Center to analyze if there 
has any serious accident happened. This record can be a major 
evidence to track the hit and run vehicle driver. 
Boundary Detector  is to detect the pedestrian and vehicles 

enter particular area. In this system has two boundary 
detectors, which are installed at crosswalk and the other is at 
vehicle stop and yield line. Boundary detector utilizes CCTV 
and illuminator when it detects the presence of pedestrians 
waiting at the crossings, and as they are crossing the road. 
Illuminator is to light up the crosswalk and pedestrians to be 
recognized from great distance and provides light to CCTV to 
record the 

 
Fig.  1. Architecture of Smart Crossing 
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crosswalk area. The records will be fetched if the suspected 
events detected by the abnormal movement tracking algorithm. 
Traffic Controller is mounted at the near the roadside to start 

the passing traffic. The controller the pedestrian to monitor 
passing traffic while waiting for the signal to cross. 
Control Center monitors the all control unit operations and 

audits any suspecting events that may be a serious accident. 
The abnormal movement-tracking algorithm reports any kind 
of unexpected sensing records to control center including with 
false-negative detections.  In the field, monitoring agents take 
a video record of clipped part from reported the control unit, 
and they check it is an accident happened. 
In control unit, it has two major algorithms, called abnormal 

movement tracking algorithm and pedestrian presence 
algorithm. Pedestrian presence algorithm is sustaining the 
single to cross using CCTV analyzer and boundary detector. It 
also treats any sudden enter without using controller. 
Abnormal movement tracking algorithm is to detect abnormal 
actions, as shown in Table I, which derives any chance of 
making fatalities. At the end of strong suspecting of fatalities, 
abnormal movement tracking algorithm sends distress signal 
to control center over the Internet. Therefore, control center 
checks out recorded video and takes an immediate action to 
save lives. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
In experiment, we tested efficiency of using illuminator in 

the smart crossing to how many drivers can recognize 
pedestrians earlier before they enter the serious crash. To find 
out, we used a car that mostly found in urban using only 
downward headlights and a pedestrian who dressed up with 
dark clothes. Experiments is done by flipping the photos of 
even distances, shown in Figure 2, between the vehicle and 
the pedestrian. We assume that speed of car to makes a fatality 
at least 60km/h. Photos of each distance showed in every 
5seconds. 20 participants are in the test and we gain an 
average percent of perfect recognition in each distance. As the 
result, in Figure 2., the distance of recognition of pedestrian 
using illuminator extends three times longer than using 
headlights of the vehicle. The actual recognized distance is 
enough to stop the car before hit the pedestrian. As the 
experiment goes again most interesting facts is that 
participants are being expected that 

 
Fig.  2. Chance of Pedestrian Recognition by Driver 
pedestrian may be in crosswalk when the lights on, even they 
are not seen them yet.  

V. CONCLUSION 
 In this paper, we propose a new type of crossing system that 
can provide pedestrian safety as well as drivers to notice 
pedestrians earlier to avoid any dangerous situation. Using 
illuminator provides three times longer distance of noticing 
the pedestrian that earns enough time to slow down the speed 
of vehicle. If in case of accident happens, smart crossing 
provides automated circumstance reporting to the control 
center about the situation records and respond immediately 
whether the driver get panic or run away. This may save many 
lives, which brings more chances to get into the golden hour.  
Smart crossing also saves enormous energy in running the 

illuminator. Many other illuminator spends a lot of energy to 
illuminate the crosswalk whether the pedestrian exists or not. 
Meanwhile, smart crossing turns on the illuminator when the 
pedestrian exists.  
 A side effect of this system may affect to both pedestrians 
and vehicle drivers. Pedestrians can expect to be rescued even 
if they try to jaywalking. Drivers are more likely to abide the 
rules in crosswalk sections. The CCTV force them to drive 
carefully.  
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TABLE I 
TYPES OF ABNORMAL MOVEMENTS 

Types of Tracking Case of Problems 
Movements 

Tracking 
Pedestrian occupying crosswalk section longer 
that the average time. 
Pedestrian is in the middle of crosswalk section 

Boundary 
Sensors 

Vehicle cross over the stop line. 
Vehicle passes with high speed. 
Pedestrian enters crosswalk suddenly. 
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